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Chapter 261 - Ye Chen Made A Mess At The Auction 

"This is divine grass, the effect of this grass is very great, this can increase the strength and age of 

anyone who eats it, the initial price of this divine grass is 25,000,000 dollars." Cheng Mengyan told 

everyone what exactly this grass was, she also opened the price very high for this divine grass. 

Everyone here was very excited after hearing what Cheng Mengyan had just explained. 

Divine grass is a legendary grass that is very difficult to find in this world, even this grass is reported to 

have gone extinct several centuries ago. 

An explanation of Divine Grass can only be found in ancient medical books, so there are only a few 

people who know about the shape and characteristics of Divine Grass. 

"Divine grass, why is the aura different from what I have seen before" Ye Chen felt so strange, the divine 

grass Ye Chen had never seen had an aura like this. 

The divine grass beside Cheng Mengyan only had very little and impure aura, this was far from what Gu 

Xuan had shown himself, the divine grass that Gu Xuan had seen had a strong and very pure aura. 

In the past when I was practicing with Gu Xuan, Ye Chen had seen Gu Xuan take some divine grass to 

eat, Gu Xuan had indeed said that this grass could increase a person’s life, for the first time eating it 

would increase many lives, but after eating it a few times, the age will increase a little. 

Ye Chen began to think whether this grass was too young or had a defect that made its aura become 

very small and impure. 

"Master, it is not divine grass, it is poisonous grass, it may have the same shape and characteristics as 

divine grass, what makes the difference between the two is the aura released by both of them" Chu 

Yuechan told Ye Chen that the grass was being at auction is poisonous grass. 

"Toxic grass, hemm, I naturally feel strange about that grass, it turns out poisonous" After getting a little 

enlightenment from Chu Yuechan, now Ye Chen remembers a little that this Grass is not divine grass, 

but poisonous grass. 

At first glance this poisonous grass is indeed very similar to divine grass, which makes the difference only 

in the aura that is released. 

If ordinary people examine it, surely they will assume that this is divine grass. 

"30,000,000" 

"32,000,000" 

"34,000,000" 

"37,000,000" 

"40,000,000" 

"44,000,000" 



"50,000,000" 

"55,000,000" 

The price of poison grass touched 55,000,000 dollars, this is a very, very high price. 

The price of Toxic Grass continues to rise, everyone wants to get it, especially the cultivators who 

attended this auction. 

They don’t care about the price, what they want is that the divine grass belongs to them. 

These people don’t know that what they are fighting for is poisonous grass. 

"Hey, what do you think ?, grass like this can reach a price of 100 million dollars, isn’t this too crazy?" Xia 

Qingyu asked Ye Chen. 

Xia Qingyu had no idea that a small grass like this could reach the price of hundreds of millions of 

dollars, it was quite crazy how these people spent that much money to buy a grass. 

"Hemm, I think the people who bid on the grass are stupid, they don’t know what they are fighting for." 

Ye Chen said that the people who bid on the grass were very stupid. 

How can they bid on poisonous grass at exorbitant prices, if you really want to commit suicide there is 

no need to spend this much money. 

some people heard Ye Chen’s words, Ye Chen said that the person who offered this grass was stupid. 

Everyone who just bargained didn’t like the words of Ye Chen, who said they were stupid. 

"Hey you, aren’t you a fool who bid Ligong for twice the price, hahaha, you call us stupid, even though 

you yourself are stupid" a middle-aged man who was quite wealthy stood up and reproached Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was not at all angry with the words of this middle-aged man "Indeed, why, I have a lot of 

money, so it doesn’t matter if I want to spend it in any way." Very easily Ye Chen made a middle-aged 

man ashamed. 

The money Ye Chen used was his own, so it didn’t matter if Ye Chen wanted to use it for what he 

wanted, as long as the item he bought was genuine, Ye Chen didn’t question the price. 

Everyone here was a fool, they did not know that the fruit Ye Chen had just obtained was far more 

valuable than the real Divine Grass. 

And now these people offered fake divine grass at a very high price, wasn’t this a joke for Ye Chen. 

"Huh? , you’re quite arrogant too, you think you are the richest person in this place?, you are mistaken, 

there are many rich people here who are far richer than you are, and we rich people are fighting over a 

very valuable divine grass, you are even Don’t bargain for calling us stupid, isn’t that an insult to all of us 

here? "Middle-aged man angry at Ye Chen who called him stupid for bidding on Divine Grass. 

"The reality is indeed like that, you bid on such items at exorbitant prices, even if you give this grass to 

animals, animals won’t want to eat it" who also wants to eat poisonous grass. 

"You stinky kid, how dare you insult us stupid". 



"How dare you look for trouble with us, do you want a beating" 

"Get him out of here, he doesn’t deserve to be here with us". 

Hearing Ye Chen’s words just now, everyone who was here was angry at Ye Chen, they made 

inappropriate words at Ye Chen. 

Even some people wanted Ye Chen to be kicked out of this place. 

Ye Chen did not respond to the words of people like this at all, as long as what he believed was true he 

did not care about outsiders. 

Xia Qingyu, who was beside Ye Chen, had no idea that something like this would happen, in an instant 

Ye Chen became an enemy of everyone here. 

The auction program became very chaotic because of Ye Chen’s words, the Auction party tried to win 

over angry people. 

Everyone did not want to calm down they wanted Ye Chen to leave this place. 

"Young man, you have messed up the auction this time, I have no choice but to tell you to get out" an 

old man came to Ye Chen. 

From his posture this old man still looked very upright, this old man was a cultivator, the old man had an 

Earth Realm cultivation level. 

"Yes, it’s good to kick him out, don’t let him be here" Everyone supported what the old man was doing, 

they really wanted to see Ye Chen leave this place. 

" Exit ? why do I have to go out, here I am looking at these fools fighting over fake Divine grass, I want to 

see which fools get this fake divine grass "Ye Chen doesn’t want to go, he wants to see who will get this 

fake divine grass. 

Chapter 262 - Bet With Cheng Huzen 

"Young man, all the items we auctioned here are authentic, how can you say that this divine grass is 

fake, do you have proof? "The old man asked Ye Chen if he had proof that the Divine Grass which was 

being auctioned was a fake. 

"For what proof, maybe in your life even though you have never seen the real Divine Grass, so it’s 

useless to explain it to you, you won’t understand." Ye Chen told the old man who had never seen the 

original divine image, so it was useless to explain it to this old man. . 

"How impudent are you, do you not know who I am? "The old man suddenly raised his voice. 

The tone of this old man’s voice was filled with a deep aura, so everyone trembled when he heard the 

tone of his voice. 

"I don’t know, so what? "Ye Chen doesn’t know who this old man is, anyway Ye Chen has never met this 

man. 



"You deserve to be very arrogant, my name is Cheng Huzen, now you know who I am," the old man 

introduced himself to Ye Chen. 

"Huh" everyone was surprised after hearing the name of this old man, Everyone who is here certainly 

knows the name Cheng Huzen, he is a legend in the art of alchemy / medicine in this country, even said 

Cheng Huzen has lived for hundreds of years. 

There are so many people who really respect Cheng Huzen, no one dares to offend this legend. 

The people who were here felt sorry for Ye Chen, Ye Chen had offended Cheng Huzen, he certainly 

wouldn’t end up with a good thing. 

"Cheng Huzen, I’ve never heard that name, are you famous? "Ye Chen did not know the name Cheng 

Huzen, in his memory there was no great person named Cheng Huzen. 

Everyone in the auction hall gawked, this young man did not know Cheng Huzen, whether he was joking 

or stupid. 

Everyone here wanted to knock on Ye Chen’s head because they didn’t know about legends like Cheng 

Huzen. 

Cheng Huzen "I didn’t think there were still people who didn’t know me". 

"Let me tell you who I am, I am the owner of this place and the head of the traditional medicine 

association in this country, do you now understand who I am?" Cheng Huzen explained to Ye Chen who 

he was. 

"Oh so you are the owner of this place, very good, I want to tell you that the divine grass that you are 

auctioning is fake, you better stop it, otherwise bad things will happen" so this old man is the owner of 

this place. 

"You always say fake and fake, have you ever seen real divine grass before?" Cheng Huzen asked Ye 

Chen, had he ever seen divine grass before. 

"Of course, I’ve seen my Master eat divine grass many times." Of course Ye Chen often saw the real 

Divine Grass. 

Every few months Gu Xuan always ate divine grass, Ye Chen himself did not know why Gu Xuan ate 

divine grass so often, Gu Xuan himself never told Ye Chen why he consumed divine grass. 

"Hahaha, are you joking with us, do you think the divine grass is a vegetable that can be consumed 

easily" Again the middle-aged man scoffed at Ye Chen. 

Everyone also immediately laughed at Ye Chen, maybe this person Master ate a grass that was often 

eaten by animals. 

On top of podium Cheng Mengyan a little worried about Ye Chen condition, Ye Chen dared to be rude to 

her grandfather, this was very bad, if until her grandfather was angry, Ye Chen would not end well. 



"Wait, why do you have to worry about him, he is not my nobody" Cheng Mengyan did not understand 

why she was so worried about Ye Chen, Ye Chen was nobody to her, so for what reason did Cheng 

Mengyan worry about Ye Chen, but in her heart Cheng Mengyan was still worried about Ye Chen. 

It turns out that Cheng Huzen is the grandfather of Cheng Mengyan, Cheng Mengyan deserves to be an 

auctioneer in this place, it turns out this place is owned by her family. 

"Then why don’t you prove that the divine grass that we are auctioning is fake" Cheng Huzen wanted Ye 

Chen to prove that the divine grass that was being auctioned was fake. 

"You are a person who has special abilities, right? You should be able to find out from the aura released 

by that fake divine grass. The original divine grass has an aura that is far purer and stronger, if indeed it 

was original, this whole room would have been enveloped in aura. divine grass. "Ye Chen told Cheng 

Huzen the characteristics of genuine divine grass. 

Cheng Huzen began to think about what Ye Chen said. "Is that all? It’s still not enough to prove that this 

divine grass is fake." Cheng Huzen still didn’t believe in Ye Chen’s words, he had never seen a divine 

grass like Ye. Chen, but he had studied Divine Grass in ancient medical books, so Cheng Huzen was very 

sure that this Divine Grass was authentic. 

"If you want real proof, you can eat it, this is poisonous grass, after you eat it the effect of poison will be 

seen" Ye Chen told Cheng Huzen that if he wanted proof, he could eat the fake divine grass. 

"You have no hard evidence, all of your speech is difficult to be accounted for" Cheng Huzen could not 

believe in Ye Chen’s words, he was sure of himself that the Divine Grass being auctioned was authentic. 

"How about this, let’s bet who is right and who is wrong, do you dare" to prove who is right Ye Chen 

wants to bet with Cheng Huzen. 

"Interesting, then what do you offer for betting? "Cheng Huzen is a bit interested in betting with this 

young man. 

"If I lose, I will apologize to everyone here, and give you this" Ye Chen pulled out the pill bottle and 

handed it to Cheng Huzen. 

" What is this ? "Cheng Huzen does not understand what pill bottles are being given by Ye Chen. 

"You can open it, I’m sure you will know what it is" Ye Chen told Cheng Huzen to open the pill bottle 

cover he gave for betting. 

Cheng Huzen then opened the pill bottle given by Ye Chen, when he opened the pill bottle and inhaled 

what was in it, Cheng Huzen was very surprised, the pill in this bottle was very pure and had very strong 

qi energy, it was clear if this is the Refine Qi Pill, with this pill Cheng Huzen can overcome the 

breakthrough bottlenecks in his cultivation. 

Cheng Huzen saw the young man in front of him, this young man was clearly not a normal person, what 

this young man had brought was very valuable to the cultivators. 

Cheng Huzen immediately closed the pill bottle again. "Ahem, interesting, then what do you want from 

me?" Cheng Huzen asked what bet Ye Chen wanted from him. 



"It’s simple, if I get it right, I want you to make all those who reproach me just now, kneel and apologize 

sincerely, are you able? "Ye Chen said what he wanted 

Chapter 263 - It's Time To Slap The Faces Of Arrogant People 

"How dare you, we will skin you" 

"You’ll see, I’ll definitely break the legs of this arrogant person". 

"Move aside, let me beat him" 

One by one people began to criticize Ye Chen. 

"Shut up! ! ! "With a thunderous voice, Cheng Huzen told everyone to be quiet. 

Everyone immediately obedient and silent, Cheng Huzen’s voice made everyone who was here scared. 

"Okay, I agree, we agree with the bet" Regardless of the opinions of others, Cheng Huzen agreed to bet 

with Ye Chen. 

What Ye Chen risked was very valuable for Cheng Huzen, there was no way he would miss this golden 

opportunity. 

After all Cheng Huzen was very sure that the divine grass that was auctioned was genuine, so it was 

clear that he would win this bet. 

The auction resumed, everyone began to bid on fake Divine Grass. 

Ye Chen was waiting for the winner to get fake divine grass, he wanted to see the person who ate fake 

divine grass, poisoning. 

Xia Qingyu, who was by Ye Chen’s side, was very worried that Ye Chen would lose the bet. 

Looking at the old man’s expression, what was at stake in the pill bottle must be very valuable. 

Ye Chen was not too worried about losing, he was very sure that he would definitely win the bet with 

Cheng Huzen. 

Finally the fake divine grass was sold for 110 million dollars, the person who won the divine grass was in 

the Vip Room 6. 

"Congratulations to the winners in the Vip Room 6, you have already received divine grass." Cheng 

Mengyan announced this great victory to everyone. 

Finally the long-awaited time has come, it’s time to prove whether this divine grass is real or fake. 

The person occupying the Vip room came out and went down to the podium where Cheng Mengyan 

stood. 

Everyone looks at the person who wins the divine grass, the person who wins the divine grass becomes 

a middle-aged man whose age is around 40 ~ 45 years. 

Even though this middle-aged man’s appearance was like this, this middle-aged man was still a cultivator 

who was in the early stages of Spirit Profound Realm. 



This man looked at Cheng Mengyan with a lustful look, this person was attracted by the beautiful Cheng 

Mengyan. 

what made this middle-aged man interested was that the two peaks of Cheng Mengyan mountain were 

quite large, at a fairly young age, Cheng Mengyan had a sizeable F Cup size. 

Cheng Mengyan who felt the sordid gaze of this man felt disgusted, but for formality she had to keep 

smiling at middle-aged men. 

"Congratulations on winning the main item, this is now officially yours" Cheng Mengyan handed fake 

divine grass to middle-aged men. 

Middle-aged man received divine grass from the hands of Cheng Mengyan, "hehehe, beautiful girl would 

you accompany me to drink tonight" with a look of lust filled the middle-aged man invited Cheng 

Mengyan to go drinking together with him. 

"Cough. . . cough. . . cough. . . , "Behind the middle-aged man, there was Cheng Huzen who interrupted. 

Cheng Huzen glared at middle-aged men. 

Middle-aged man immediately scared, he no longer dared to tease Cheng Mengyan. 

Cheng Mengyan was very happy when she saw her grandfather help herself get rid of this disgusting 

man. 

"You have promised to cooperate with me, now you can eat this divine grass." Before between the two 

there had been a discussion, the winner of the divine grass finally wanted to try the efficacy of this grass 

in public. 

Well even though this was not done for free, Cheng Huzen had to pay a discount of 15%, so the winner 

would pay less than the original amount he had to pay. 

Cheng Huzen was willing to give this person a discount, the item he would get from the bet with Ye 

Chen, far more expensive than the discount he had given to the winner of the divine grass. 

"Alright, I’ll start eating it" Middle-aged man preparing to eat the divine grass in his hands. 

Everyone present here is waiting whether this divine grass is real or fake. 

If this is really fake, then they must kneel and apologize to Ye Chen. 

Middle-aged man put poison grass into his mouth, he began to chew the poisonous grass in his mouth. 

Middle-aged men believe that this grass is truly divine grass, so there is not the slightest doubt when 

putting this grass in his mouth. 

"Glup" finally Toxic grass swallowed by middle-aged men. 

Everyone who is here is waiting for the effects of the Divine Grass to work. 

Cheng Mengyan is now confused about whose side to take? , on one side of her own grandfather, on the 

other side was Ye Chen. 



she just hoped that nothing bad happened. 

" How do you feel ? "Cheng Huzen asked the state of middle-aged men, if something unpleasant 

happened after consuming fake divine grass. 

"I feel very fresh, it feels quite comfortable" Middle-aged man tells his feelings after eating fake divine 

grass. 

Cheng Huzen smiled, it looks like he won this bet "young man, it looks like you are mistaken, I am the 

one who cupped this bet, according to the bet we agreed upon, you must apologize to everyone, and 

give this pill bottle to me" Cheng Huzen declare his victory in betting. 

"Hahaha, the smelly kid quickly apologizes to us all" Everyone in this place laughed at Ye Chen. 

The thing that Xia Qingyu was afraid of happened, Ye Chen lost the bet, now what Ye Chen would do. 

whether Ye Chen would apologize to everyone or not. 

In this hall, only Xia Qingyu, Yin Ying’er, Xia Tian and Pan Du were not laughing, they were all by Ye 

Chen’s side, so there was no way they would laugh at Ye Chen. 

Cheng Mengyan looked at Ye Chen, after being laughed at by everyone in this hall, Ye Chen still looked 

very relaxed, like nothing was happening around him. 

Ye Chen didn’t care too much about the clown in this hall, soon the poison effect would work, he 

wanted to see how Cheng Huzen would handle it. 

"Cough. . " suddenly the middle-aged man who had previously eaten the divine grass coughed up blood, 

the middle-aged man fell to the floor with a painful expression, he gripped his left chest very strongly. 

Everyone who had previously laughed at Ye Chen immediately stopped laughing, they saw a middle-

aged man who had previously eaten divine grass lying on the floor with an expression of pain. 

Seeing this oddity, Cheng Huzen immediately checked the state of middle-aged men. 

Cheng Huzen checked this person’s pulse, after checking him, Hueng found something unexpected. 

The entire body of a middle-aged man is currently filled with a very terrible poison, this poison is so 

terrible that even a cultivator who is at the peak stage of the Earth Realm can die if this poison enters 

their bodies. 

Cheng Huzen took a silver needle on his body, he tried to save this person. 

"The winner and the loser have been determined, now start prostrating and apologizing to me" This was 

the right time for Ye Chen to slap the faces of arrogant people who had previously laughed at him. 

Ye Chen would not let go of these people so easily. 

Chapter 264 - Cheng MengYan Begged Ye Chen 

Ye Chen would make everyone who previously insulted him kneel and apologize to him. 



The faces of the people who previously insulted Ye Chen turned green, these people looked like they 

had just eaten a piece of dirt. 

Cheng Huzen is currently focusing on eliminating the poison that is in a middle-aged person’s body, with 

his current abilities and strength, Cheng Huzen still can’t get rid of the terrible poison that is in this 

person’s body. 

Cheng Mengyan is currently worried about her grandfather’s condition, she really hopes that her 

grandfather can cure this person, if this person die, Cheng Family reputation will be tarnished. 

Cheng Mengyan did not expect that what Ye Chen said was true, this grass was not divine grass but 

poisonous. 

"It is impossible for me to not be able to get rid of all the poisons in this person’s body", Cheng Huzen 

surrendered, he was unable to get rid of the poisons in this person’s body. 

The poison inside this guy’s body was terrible, Cheng Huzen was unable to remove it. 

"Cough" Cheng Huzen suddenly coughed up blood, this made Cheng Mengyan afraid. 

"Grandpa are you okay? "Cheng Mengyan intends to help her grandfather. 

"Mengyan don’t come near, I have been contaminated with poison from this person" Cheng Huzen told 

Cheng Mengyan to go away from him. 

During the process of expelling the poison from the body of a middle aged man, Cheng Huzen 

unconsciously came into contact with such a terrifying poison, it made himself contaminated by poison 

as well. 

Cheng Huzen was too careless, now who will save him. 

Cheng Mengyan didn’t know what to do in a situation like this, his grandfather who was supposed to be 

handling this person was contaminated by poison. 

This made the situation even more chaotic, "Well, Ye Chen, that person can definitely help deal with 

this." Cheng Mengyan finally remembered someone who might be able to help her. 

Cheng Mengyan went down the podium, she rushed over to the direction where Ye Chen was sitting. 

Cheng Mengyan came in front of Ye Chen "Ye Chen, please save my grandfather, I’m sure you can do it 

right? , you are the only person who knows about the details of that poisonous grass. "Cheng Mengyan 

very sincerely tried to ask Ye Chen for help. 

"Why do I have to save them both, before I told everyone that it was poisonous grass, but he still ate the 

grass, just let him die because of his stupidity." Ye Chen refused Cheng Mengyan’s request, Ye Chen had 

no interest. to save Cheng Huzen and the person who had just eaten the poisonous grass. 

"Ye Chen, I beg you, hurry and save my grandfather and that person." Cheng Mengyan kept begging Ye 

Chen, if her grandfather died, the Cheng family would greatly decline. 

Cheng Mengyan didn’t want this to happen, her grandfather’s struggle to get to this point was very 

hard, it took Cheng Huzen decades to get Cheng family to this level. 



Cheng Mengyan didn’t want the efforts her grandfather had put in for decades to be destroyed because 

of something like this. 

"No, I’m lazy, you just look for someone else who can help you" Ye Chen still refused a request from 

Cheng Mengyan. 

Seeing Ye Chen refusing her request, Cheng Mengyan looked almost in tears. 

She didn’t expect that Ye Chen would continue to refuse her requests. 

Seeing their goddess Cheng Mengyan almost crying, several young people glared at Ye Chen, they 

couldn’t believe this person was bothering a goddess as beautiful as Cheng Mengyan. 

Xia Qingyu, who was by Ye Chen’s side, felt a little sorry for Cheng Mengyan, but previously when 

everyone insulted Ye Chen, no one wanted to believe or help Ye Chen. 

Now that everything has been proven, what Ye Chen said has become the truth, the grass is not divine 

grass, but dangerous poisonous grass. 

Cheng Mengyan stopped being sad, she strengthened her resolve and looked at Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen if you want to save my grandfather and that person, then I will do whatever you want" Cheng 

Mengyan told Ye Chen, if he wanted to save her grandfather, then she would do whatever Ye Chen 

wanted, even though if Ye Chen wanted herself. 

"Hmm, interesting. Then what can you give me? "Ye Chen is a little interested in what Cheng Mengyan 

has to offer. 

"Whatever you want" with a blushing face, Cheng Mengyan said she would do whatever Ye Chen 

wanted. 

Cheng Mengyan would do whatever Ye Chen wanted, as long as Ye Chen wanted to save her 

grandfather and that person. 

Everyone here was stunned by Cheng Mengyan’s words, they didn’t expect Cheng Mengyan to do 

whatever Ye Chen wanted. 

"Well that’s a pretty good offer, I agree." Ye Chen agreed with Cheng Mengyan’s offer, being able to 

make this beautiful woman do whatever you want is a great thing. 

Ye Chen can make Cheng Mengyan become Zhao Yanyan’s servant, Zhao Yanyan will definitely be happy 

about this. 

Xia Qingyu glared at Ye Chen, she couldn’t believe Ye Chen would immediately want to after getting a 

lucrative offer from a beautiful woman like Cheng Mengyan. 

Xia Qingyu was not too angry, after all, from the beginning the person who had received the wrongful 

treatment was Ye Chen, currently Ye Chen has the right to do whatever he wants. 

Cheng Mengyan is happy that Ye Chen wants to help herself, well even though Cheng Mengyan has to 

pay Ye Chen by herself. 



But this doesn’t matter, as long as her grandfather can be saved ,then she will do whatever Ye Chen 

wants. 

"Come on, let’s save my grandfather." Cheng Mengyan pulled Ye Chen’s hand toward the podium. 

Currently Cheng Huzen is trying to stop the spread of the poison in his body. 

On the other hand, people who eat poisonous grass are already in a very bad condition, if it is not 

treated immediately, they will surely die. 

"Ye Chen please treat them both quickly." Cheng Mengyan asked Ye Chen to immediately treat his 

grandfather and middle-aged man. 

Even without having to be ordered by Cheng Mengyan, Ye Chen already knew what he had to do at this 

time. 

Ye Chen placed his hand on the chest of the middle aged man who was currently in a coma. 

Ye Chen put his flames into the middle aged man’s body, Ye Chen’s flames gradually began to burn the 

poison that was in this person’s body. 

In an instant, the poison was cleared by Ye Chen’s fire, after finishing cleaning the poison, Ye Chen drew 

his flames from the middle-aged man’s body. 

now it was the turn to clean the poison that was in Cheng Huzen body. 

"You have to be relaxed and don’t put up a fight, otherwise bad things will happen" before Ye Chen did 

the purification, he wanted Cheng Huzen not to fight back when his flames entered his body. 

If Cheng Huzen fought back, something unwanted might happen to him. 

Cheng Huzen nodded at Ye Chen, he started to relax his body. 

"Good." Ye Chen touched Cheng Huzen’s back. 

He put his fire into Cheng Huzen’s body "arghhhh" Cheng Huzen screamed in pain when Ye Chen’s 

flames entered his body. 

Cheng Huzen tries to endure this pain, he has to be strong. 

Cheng Mengyan was a little worried when she heard her grandfather scream. 

Chapter 265 - Kneel And Apologize 

Why did when Ye Chen treated her grandfather, her grandfather screamed in pain, even though before 

when Ye Chen was treating a middle-aged man, the middle-aged man didn’t look at all in pain. 

It was because Cheng Huzen’s condition was still conscious, while the middle-aged man was 

unconscious, Cheng Huzen could still feel the heat from Ye Chen’s fire, while the middle-aged man who 

was tenuous, couldn’t feel the heat from Ye Chen’s fire. 

That was why Cheng Huzen screamed in pain, this was caused by the heat from Ye Chen’s fire. 



The poison in Cheng Huzen’s body began to be burned by Ye Chen’s flames, little by little Cheng Huzen’s 

condition began to improve. 

Seeing that her grandfather’s condition was getting better, Cheng Mengyan was so happy, she didn’t 

expect Ye Chen to have this kind of medical skill. 

In front of other people, what Ye Chen was doing was just placing his palm on Cheng Huzen’s body, they 

didn’t know what Ye Chen was doing. 

After all the poison inside Cheng Huzen’s body was removed, Ye Chen pulled his palm back. 

"Thank you very much for the help you have given me." Cheng Huzen thanked Ye Chen. 

Cheng Huzen’s tone of voice began to change, Cheng Huzen now respected Ye Chen very much, he had 

no idea that Ye Chen’s strength was so great and profound. 

In the world of power cultivators is everything, as long as you have power then everyone will respect 

you. 

"No problem, now you must fulfill your bet promise with me" Ye Chen wanted Cheng Huzen to fulfill the 

bet promise that had been agreed upon before. 

"OK, I’ve lost, I will fulfill what I said earlier" Cheng Huzen gave the bottle of Refine Qi Pill back to Ye 

Chen. 

Cheng Huzen walked to the middle of the podium "all of you who previously insulted the honorable 

master please come here" in an intimidating voice, Cheng Huzen told all those who previously insulted 

Ye Chen, to go up on the podium, he wanted them to kneel and apologize to Ye Chen. 

At first everyone was hesitant, but after seeing anger from Cheng Huzen, they were a little afraid, if until 

they mentioned Cheng Huzen, later on they would have difficulty finding treatment in this country. 

One by one, the people who had previously insulted Ye Chen came forward, they all started kneeling in 

front of Ye Chen. 

"Please forgive us for insulting you, we knew we were wrong, so we apologize." Everyone 

simultaneously apologized to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen crossed his arms, he was satisfied to see the people who previously insulted him kneel and 

apologize like this 

"Hey you there, before you were the one who insulted me the hardest, I want you to call me a good 

grandfather." Ye Chen pointed to the person who previously had the loudest voice when insulting him. 

Ye Chen wanted to embarrass this person in public. 

The person Ye Chen pointed at, his face immediately turned dark, if he called Ye Chen a good 

grandfather, he would no longer have the face to appear in public. 

A middle-aged man called a young man as a grandfather, it was a big insult to him. 



"If you don’t want to say it, then everyone won’t be allowed to stand up." Ye Chen smiled evilly at this 

person. 

"What are you waiting for? Hurry up and say that, otherwise we’ll just kneel here all day" 

"Right, hurry up and say it, if it weren’t for you, we wouldn’t be dragged into this trouble." 

Ye Chen made this person the enemy of the public. 

Due to the pressure from the people around him, the middle-aged man was forced to say "good 

grandfather, please forgive me". 

"Your tone is not sincere at all, if you don’t sincerely apologize, I won’t let you all go." Ye Chen was not 

satisfied with this kind of insincere tone of voice. 

"Good grandfather, please forgive me." Gritting his teeth, this man called Ye Chen a good grandfather. 

This time the tone of this person’s voice was quite better than before, but this was still not sincere 

enough for Ye Chen. "Do it again, you’re not sincere." Ye Chen told this person back to call him a good 

grandfather. 

"Good grandfather, please forgive me." The man who insulted Ye Chen with the loudest voice, could no 

longer bear this humiliation, he vomited blood and fainted on the spot. 

Seeing this, Ye Chen was quite sorry, he decided to let these people go. 

Everyone got up from the floor, there was not a single person willing to help the fainted middle-aged 

man, they all immediately rushed to leave the auction hall, they were all afraid that Ye Chen would 

make another calculation with them. 

Everyone had seen how Ye Chen tormented the middle-aged man earlier, it was really very 

embarrassing, if they were in the position of middle-aged men, they would definitely vomit blood and 

faint on the spot. 

"Hahaha, look at how those people act, they all turn into chickens that are ready to be slaughtered" Xia 

Tian laughed freely. 

"I do not think the ability of this young man is extraordinary, your granddaughter is very fortunate to be 

blessed by a man like this" Pan Du also praised Ye Chen’s ability. 

Pan Du did not expect that if Ye Chen’s knowledge of medicine was far above Cheng Huzen, Ye Chen 

could even find out that the Divine Grass that was auctioned was fake. 

Ye Chen’s knowledge of medicinal herbs was profound, Pan Du felt that he was nothing when compared 

to Ye Chen. 

Xia Qingyu is very proud of Ye Chen, who is a woman who doesn’t like it when her favorite man is 

praised by others. 

"Young master, I also apologize for being rude to you, I hope you don’t take it to heart." Cheng Huzen 

knelt down and apologized to Ye Chen. 



Cheng Huzen apologized sincerely to Ye Chen 

"It doesn’t matter." Ye Chen waved his hand and asked Cheng Huzen to stand up. 

Seeing Ye Chen allowing him to stand, Cheng Huzen stood up. "Young master, if you don’t mind how if 

you come to our house, we will welcome you well." Cheng Huzen invited Ye Chen to go to his house as 

an honored guest. 

"That’s not necessary, I still have a lot of work to do." Ye Chen didn’t have time for something like this. 

He wanted to go immediately to retrieve the fire Phoenix Fruit he had won. 

"OK, I understand." Cheng Huzen was a little disappointed because Ye Chen rejected him. 

"Remember with your previous promise, someday I will collect it" before leaving Ye CHen left the last 

words for Cheng Mengyan. 

Hearing Ye Chen’s words just now, Cheng Mengyan’s face turned red. 

Ye Chen left the auction hall together with Xia Qingyu, Yin Ying’er , Xia Tian and Pan Du. 

Cheng Huzen saw Ye Chen’s departure, "Hmm, great young man, at that age his abilities are very deep, I 

wonder who the master is behind someone this strong." Cheng Huzen wondered who the master was 

behind people. this. 

"Mengyan, looks like you know this person, have you ever met him?" Cheng Huzen asked Cheng 

Mengyan who was by his side. 

Previously, his granddaughter seemed to know this person. 

"Grandfather, that person is Ye Chen, he is a student who is in the same school as me." Cheng Mengyan 

told her grandfather who Ye Chen was. 

"So this person is in the same school as you." Cheng Huzen was more surprised to learn that Ye Chen 

was still a high school student. 

Chapter 266 - Xia Ningzi Is Kidnapped 

"Mengyan you better try to get close to this person, I’m sure you can get good things from this person, 

today is my fault for offending this person, I hope you don’t do the same thing as your grandfather." 

Cheng Huzen advised Cheng Mengyan to try. closer to Ye Chen. 

Unfortunately Cheng Huzen’s words were too late, Cheng Mengyan was very difficult to approach Ye 

Chen, because Cheng Mengyan was hated by Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan is Ye Chen’s woman, of course Cheng Mengyan believes that Zhao Yanyan forbids Ye Chen 

to be close to her. 

This she could see from Ye Chen’s attitude who always tried to stay away from her, Ye Chen looked like 

he didn’t want to get involved with her. 

"OK, grandfather, I understand." Cheng Mengyan nodded at her grandfather. 



Cheng Mengyan might have to find some time to mend her relationship with Zhao Yanyan, Cheng 

Mengyan felt that this would not be as easy as she had imagined. 

"Good, I’ll go make a calculation with the person who has the fake divine grass, you take care of the rest 

that is here." Cheng Huzen should go find the owner of the fake divine grass, he has to solve the 

problem that the owner of fake divine grass has done. 

Cheng Mengyan nodded to her grandfather, she would take care of the remaining problems that were 

here. 

After leaving the auction hall, Ye Chen immediately went to fetch the Phoenix Fire Fruit. 

Ye Chen finished all the administrative costs, after all the administrative costs were finished, the two 

Fire Phoenix Fruits officially became his. 

Ye Chen embraced these two precious fruits, he did not expect to get a rare fruit like this. 

Yin Ying’er was starting to get sleepy again, she turned into a ray of light and went back into Ye Chen’s 

body to sleep. 

Ye Chen is completely helpless, this sword spirit girl loves to sleep so much, she will only wake up when 

starving. 

Ye Chen put the Fire Phoenix fruit into his storage room, he would consume it later when he got to the 

villa. 

Ye Chen left the auction house, he went to the side of Xia Qingyu who was waiting for him in outside. 

Xia Qingyu was currently sitting on a chair while waiting for Ye Chen’s return. 

Xia Tian and Pan Du had already left, they were touring the Festival in search of cheap medicinal plants 

for resale. 

"Are you done? ", Asked Xia Qingyu. 

"It’s finished, everything I want has been fulfilled." Everything Ye Chen wanted has been fulfilled now 

there is nothing Ye Chen can do in this place. 

"Good, then let’s go home now, I’m tired, I want to rest at home immediately, tomorrow we still have to 

go to the capital to discuss business" Xia Qingyu invited Ye Chen to go home. 

Xia Qingyu was not used to being in crowded places like this, she preferred to stay alone and free from 

crowded places. 

Ye Chen "then what about Grandpa Xia, are we going to leave them? ". 

Ye Chen "then what about Grandpa Xia, are we going to leave them? " 

"Grandfather said tonight he will stay in this city, so we can leave him together with Mr. Pan Du." Xia 

Qingyu is no longer worried about her grandfather’s illness, after being treated by Ye Chen, her 

grandfather’s health has recovered as before. 

Ye Chen: "okay, then let’s go back to our city". 



"Wait where the little girl who was with you earlier? "Xia Qingyu just realized that the little girl who was 

with Ye Chen had disappeared. 

"You don’t need to worry, that girl has returned with her master, let’s just go home." Ye Chen told her 

that Yin Ying’er had returned with her master. 

"I see, then let’s just go", the two of them went to Xia Qingyu’s car. 

Ye Chen drove the car back to the city where he lived, on the way Xia Qingyu rarely spoke, she only 

exchanged a few words with Ye Chen. 

1 hour later Ye Chen arrived at the Xia family’s residence. 

"You just take this car, tomorrow you pick me up before 08:00 am" Tomorrow, Xia Qingyu told Ye Chen 

to pick it up before 08:00 am. 

The plane will take off at 8:30 am, so the two of them have to reach the airport before 8:30 am. 

"OK, I understand." Ye Chen nodded at Xia Qingyu. 

"Good." Xia Qingyu got out of the car, she immediately walked towards the house. 

After seeing Xia Qingyu disappear, Ye Chen finally drove his car away leaving the Xia family residence. 

Now that Ye Chen was going back to his villa, he had to train his Akemia skill, he had to quickly raise his 

alchemy level to the 6th level. 

That way Ye Chen could cultivate the Golden Lotus Flower. 

On the way home, Ye Chen was stuck in a traffic jam, today the streets are very busy, lots of people have 

just returned from tourist spots, they are enjoying this national holiday. 

When Ye Chen was trapped in a traffic jam, on the side of the road where people walked, Ye Chen saw a 

figure he knew, this was Su Yuyu’s little loli, Su Yuyu was currently panicked and was looking for 

someone. 

Seeing this Ye Chen pulled out of the car and headed towards Su Yuyu. 

"Hey little loli what are you doing here" Ye Chen asked Su Yuyu. 

Su Yuyu who was busy looking for someone suddenly heard a voice that was quite familiar , she 

immediately turned around and saw who this was. 

It turned out that the person who was asking her was Ye Chen. 

It so happened that Ye Chen was here, she had to ask Ye Chen for help. 

"Ye Chen fortunately I met you, please help me" Su Yuyu hurried to Ye Chen’s side and asked Ye Chen 

for help. 

" What kind of help ? "Ye Chen asked, Ye Chen wanted to know what Su Yuyu wanted. 

"That, Xia Ningzi was kidnapped by someone." Su Yuyu told Ye Chen that Xia Ningzi was kidnapped by 

someone. 



"How did that happen? , hurry and explain to me. "Ye Chen wanted Su Yuyu to explain what happened 

before, how could Xia Ningzi be kidnapped. 

Su Yuyu explained what had happened to Ye Chen, before she and Xia Ningzi had gone to the recreation 

park, when they were going home suddenly someone brought Xia Ningzi from behind. 

"Wait, haven’t you been trained in fighting by Yanyan, why don’t you fight the person who kidnapped 

Xia Ningzi." Ye Chen questioned Su Yuyu, Su Yuyu should have had a little more martial arts skills than 

Zhao Yanyan, but why didn’t she use such martial arts. taught by Zhao Yanyan, to help Xia Ningzi. 

"I didn’t have time to hit him, that person ran so fast, in a few seconds that person disappeared from in 

front of me." Su Yuyu really couldn’t believe that someone could run so fast, she couldn’t even catch up 

with the person who kidnapped Xia. Ningzi. 

From what Su Yuyu said, the person who kidnapped Xia Ningzi was definitely not an ordinary person, 

actually what the kidnapper wanted was Xia Ningzi. 

Chapter 267 - Xia Qingyu's Worries 

Ye Chen Using his Spirit Sense to search for Xia Ningzi’s whereabouts, Ye Chen’s Spirit Sense began to 

search for Xia Ningzi’s whereabouts within a 5 Km radius from here. 

Ye Chen tried to find Xia Ningzi within a 5km radius, unfortunately Ye Chen didn’t find Xia Ningzi’s 

whereabouts. 

Ye Chen expanded the radius of his Spirit Sense to 10 Km, even within a 10 Km radius Ye Chen still could 

not find Xia Ningzi’s whereabouts. 

"It’s strange, where did Xia Ningzi disappear?" Ye Chen muttered, within a radius of 10 Km from here his 

Spirit Sense couldn’t find Xia Ningzi at all. 

because he still hadn’t found Xia Ningzi’s whereabouts, Ye Chen again expanded his Spirit Sense, this 

time Ye Chen’s Spirit Sense covered an area of 50 Km from here. 

This time Ye Chen’s Spirit Sense discovered Xia Ningzi’s whereabouts, Xia Ningzi was currently moving at 

an incredible speed towards the East. 

This speed is definitely not a vehicle, this speed is done by humans. 

Ye Chen’s guess seemed correct, the person who kidnapped Xia Ningzi was not an ordinary person. 

This kidnapper clearly had special powers, otherwise he wouldn’t be able to move this fast. 

No wonder Su Yuyu was unable to catch Xia Ningzi’s kidnapper, Xia Ningzi’s kidnapper turned out to 

have strength like Ye Chen. 

Xia Ningzi is Xia Qingyu’s sister, if Xia Ningzi is in trouble, Xia Qingyu will be sad. 

Ye Chen must not let anything bad happen to Xia Ningzi, he must save Xia Ningzi. 

"You just go home, let me take care of it" Ye Chen told Su Yuyu to come home, he would save Xia Ningzi 

himself. 



Ye Chen ran towards the east, he was going to chase the kidnapper who kidnapped Xia Ningz. 

"Ye Chen, wait where you’re going." Su Yuyu intended to chase Ye Chen. 

Unfortunately Ye Chen had already run very far, Su Yuyu did not think that Ye Chen could run that fast. 

"what should I do now ? Su Yuyu was confused, Xia Ningzi disappeared and Ye Chen went somewhere. 

"I better go ask for help from older sister, she can definitely help me" Su Yuyu has decided she should 

ask her older sister Su Yuya for help. 

Su Yuyu dialed Su Yuya’s phone number, "Bipp. . ., Bipp. . . "The call is being connected. 

call connected "Yuyu, what are you calling me? ", Su Yuya immediately asked if there was a problem Su 

Yuyu called her. 

"Big sister something bad is going on." Su Yuyu told Su Yuya about something bad that was happening. 

"What bad thing? , say "in a very worried tone Su Yuya asked Su Yuyu. 

"Xia Ningzi my roommate was kidnapped by someone, I currently don’t know where she is, older sister 

please help me" Su Yuyu told Su Yuya that Xia Ningzi was in Kidnap. 

"Ningzi was kidnapped? "Su Yuya certainly knows her sister’s roommate, she is a good woman who 

wants to accept Su Yuyu and become her friend. 

Bad thing kept her, of course Su Yuya had to help find Xia Ningzi. 

"You do not worry, I will call the police and let them find Xia Ningzi’s whereabouts, hurry back, do not go 

anywhere else anymore" Su Yuya told Su Yuyu to return home immediately. 

"Okay, big sister, I understand." Su Yuyu hung up on the phone, Su Yuyu immediately rushed back to Su 

Yuya’s house. 

After getting the report from Su Yuyu, Su Yuya immediately contacted the police, she reported the 

kidnapping case to the police. 

The police asked for Xia Ningzi’s traits to make it easier to find them. 

Luckily Su Yuya had a photo of Xia Ningzi with her younger sister. 

She sent this photo to the police, the police who received Su Yuya’s kidnap victim’s photo, immediately 

went to find Xia Ningzi’s whereabouts. 

Su Yuya also had to contact the side of the Xia Ningzi family, they might also be worried about Xia 

Ningzi’s whereabouts. 

Su Yuya called the house number of the Xia family, she got this number from Xia Ningzi. 

"Bipp. . . . . "The call is trying to connect. 

Hello who is this? "The person who picked up the phone just happened to be Xia Qingyu. 



Xia Qingyu just took drinking water in the kitchen, after fetching water, Xia Qingyu intended to sleep in 

her room, when she was about to go upstairs suddenly the phone at home rang. 

Seeing this, Xia Qingyu decided to pick up this phone call. 

Su Yuya "may I talk to members of the Xia family". 

"I am Xia Qingyu, a member of the Xia family, why are you looking for me?" Xia Qingyu asked the 

woman on the other side of the call. 

"So you are Xia Ningzi’s older sister, this is me Su Yuya, Su Yuyu’s older sister." Su Yuya introduced 

herself to Xia Qingyu. 

"Oh so you are Su Yuyu’s older sister, then what do you want from me?" Xia Qingyu knew Su Yuyu a 

little, she was the roommate of Xia Ningzi’s younger sister. 

What is it that Su Yuyu’s older sister is looking for someone from her family. 

"I want to tell you that Xia Ningzi has been kidnapped by someone, for this I have reported it to the 

police, they are looking for Xia Ningzi’s presence" Su Yuya told Xia Qingyu that Xia Ningzi was kidnapped. 

" What!!! , Ningzi was kidnapped how did that happen? Xia Qingyu asked Su Yuya how Xia Ningzi got 

kidnapped. 

"I don’t know the full details, my younger sister said that she was kidnapped by someone." Su Yuya 

didn’t know the details of how Xia Ningzi was kidnapped, she only knew that Xia Ningzi was kidnapped 

from her younger sister. 

"OK, thanks for telling me, I’ll help find Xia Ningzi." Xia Qingyu thanked Su Yuya for telling him about this 

incident. 

Xia Qingyu hung up on Su Yuya, she called the police to help find Xia Ningzi who was kidnapped. 

The police have received the person kidnapped from Su Yuya, and they are currently working to find Xia 

Ningzi’s whereabouts. 

Xia Qingyu was currently very worried about Xia Ningzi, if something happened to her, how would she 

explain this to her grandfather and mother. 

"No, I have to come look for Ningzi too." Xia Qingyu decided to go find Xia Ningzi too. 

But Xia Qingyu was afraid to go alone, outside of the season for kidnapping beautiful girls, she was afraid 

that if she went out alone she would be kidnapped by criminals. 

"I’ll just let Ye Chen accompany me." Xia Qingyu could make Ye Chen accompany her to find Xia Ningzi. 

Xia Qingyu made a call to Ye Chen’s cellphone. 

"Bipppp. . . . . . "The call is being connected. 

Ye Chen didn’t pick up the call from Xia Qingyu. 



"Ye Chen, where are you, hurry up and pick up a call from me." Xia Qingyu hoped that Ye Chen would 

receive a call from her. 

Too bad that currently Ye Chen was busy chasing Xia Ningzi’s kidnapper, he didn’t have time to pick up a 

call from Xia Qingyu. 

Xia Qingyu continued and kept calling Ye Chen, unfortunately Ye Chen still didn’t pick up calls from her. 

"Ye Chen, watch out for you tomorrow." Xia Qingyu was angry because Ye Chen ignored her call. 

There weren’t any other men in this house, so what should you do with Xia Qingyu right now. 

Xia Qingyu was so helpless, he could only wait for the police to find Xia Ningzi. 

She hoped that Xia Ningzi would be found quickly and well. 

Chapter 268 - Divine Yin Yang Sword's Special Ability 

Ye Chen was currently flying to catch up with the person who had kidnapped Xia Ningzi. 

With Ye Chen’s current flying speed it didn’t take long for Ye Chen to catch up with the person who had 

kidnapped Xia Ningzi. 

The person who kidnapped Xia Ningzi entered a building, this building was very luxurious and tall, this 

was a star hotel in this city. 

"How strange, why did the person who kidnapped Xia Ningzi enter this building?" Ye Chen did not 

understand what the person who kidnapped Xia Ningzi really wanted, how could he bring Xia Ningzi to 

this luxury hotel. 

Was there really someone who targeted Xia Ningzi and hired someone to kidnap her. 

To confirm what was going on, Ye Chen approached the room where Xia Ningzi was, Ye Chen created a 

barrier so that no one else would know that he was here. 

Xia Ningzi is currently on the 20th floor, she is currently pinched on the bed. 

Next to Xia Ningzi’s bed were two men who were looking at Xia Ningzi. 

Ye Chen is familiar with One of these two men, one of these men is Prince Joe, whom Ye Chen and Su 

Mengxin met while at the recreation park. 

Why did this person kidnap Xia Ningzi, what Joe wanted from Xia Ningzi. 

In order to find out the reason, Ye Chen went over, he wanted to hear the conversation of these two 

people. 

"Crown Prince, I can not find the woman you are looking for, because I can not find the woman you are 

looking for I brought this beautiful girl as a replacement." The man who had kidnapped Xia Ningzi 

apologized to Prince Joe, he was unable to find the woman who was in looking for by prince Joe. 

"Pah! ! ! "Prince Joe slapped the face of his subordinate who couldn’t work properly. 



"How can you not find the woman I’m looking for, do whatever you can, if you don’t find the beautiful 

woman I met at the amusement park, don’t ever come back here" Prince Joe snapped at his 

subordinates who had failed to find Su Mengxin’s whereabouts. 

Prince Joe is very infatuated with Su Mengxin’s glamorous and awful beauty. 

Whatever happens Prince Joe must get Su Mengxin, he doesn’t care if he messes up this city. 

"Yes, Crown Prince, I will carry out your order," Prince Joe’s subordinates went back to look for Su 

Mengxin’s whereabouts. 

Prince Joe Seeing Xia Ningzi’s sleeping beauty "hehehe, women in this country are pretty pretty too, at 

least tonight I will have fun with this pretty girl." Prince Joe Smiles, at least this pretty girl can replace Su 

Mengxin for a while. . 

Ye Chen saw the departure of Prince Joe’s men, Ye Chen couldn’t possibly let this person go easily. 

Without realizing it by Joe’s men, Ye Chen did a sneak attack on this person "breaking meteor blow" 

"Bamm! ! ! "The person who kidnapped Xia Ningzi was hit by Ye Chen’s punch. 

"Cough" after being hit by Ye Chen, the man who had kidnapped Xia Ningzi vomited blood. 

"Who are you to dare to attack me" the person who had kidnapped Xia Ningzi asked Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was quite surprised to see this man could still stand after receiving a blow from him. 

With such a powerful blow, this man’s bones should have been crushed and most likely died, but what 

Ye Chen saw, this man could still stand up. 

"Hemm, it looks like you have quite great strength too" Ye Chen said to the person who had kidnapped 

Xia Ningzi. 

"Shut up, you human, I’ll kill you in a minute." The body of the man who kidnapped Xia Ningzi suddenly 

started to grow bigger, he looked like he wanted to change his shape. 

Ye Chen had seen a scene like this, it was clear what this person was doing the same time Ye Chen 

fought the silver werewolf. 

Don’t tell me that this person has a relationship with the silver werewolf that Ye Chen killed in the past. 

Ye Chen started to analyze what he saw at this moment, it seemed that Prince Joe was a Silver 

werewolf, he was the one who sent the silver werewolf that time to kidnap Su Mengxin and kill himself. 

"So the woman Joe and this guy talked about previously became Mengxin, how dare that person have 

bad thoughts on my Mengxin, I won’t let go of this silver werewolf race." Ye Chen will exterminate the 

Silver Wolf Race who dared to have evil thoughts on his wife. . 

"Ying’er, time to come out to work." Ye Chen called Yin Ying’er, it’s time for Ye Chen to try the Yin 

Ying’er sword spirit. 

"Hoam. . . ., master, I’m still sleepy, let me sleep a little longer. "Yin Ying’er refused to come out, she still 

wanted to sleep a little longer. 



"Get out quickly, I need you to fight the werewolves." Ye Chen told Yin Ying’er to come out immediately. 

Unfortunately Yin Ying’er still refused Ye Chen’s order, Ye Chen’s face twitched, this sword spirit girl 

didn’t want to obey his words. 

"If you don’t obey my orders, you won’t get any more food." Ye Chen threatened Yin Ying’er back. 

"Wu. . . , wu. . . ., master, you are so mean. "Yin Ying’er complained to Ye Chen. 

After being threatened by Ye Chen Yin Ying’er to finally come out, she turned into a sword in Ye Chen’s 

hand. 

"Uh. . . . , its weight. "It turns out that the Divine Yin Yang Sword is quite heavy too, the weight of this 

sword is almost the same as lifting dozens of mountains. 

Ye Chen immediately stepped forward to attack the silver werewolf, he slashed through the body of the 

Silver werewolf. 

"Slah. . . "The Divine Yin Yang Sword cut the werewolf’s body in half. 

Ye Chen’s release was difficult not only to cut the body of the werewolves, but also to cut some of the 

buildings behind the werewolves. 

This was the first time he had tried the Divine Yin Yang Sword, so Ye Chen was still unfamiliar with the 

power to use. 

Luckily that building was an old building that no one lived in, so Ye Chen didn’t need to worry about 

innocent casualties. 

Ye Chen looked at the silver werewolf he just slashed, the silver werewolf that Ye Chen just slashed 

couldn’t regenerate like when Ye Chen fought the silver werewolf back then. 

"Why can’t my body regenerate, what have you done to me" the werewolf hoarse voice spoke to Ye 

Chen. 

This is so strange, after receiving the slash from the Divine Yin Yang Sword, his body could not 

regenerate, with the renown silver werewolf race’s great regeneration ability, he should be able to 

quickly restore a body that was so badly injured. 

Little by little the silver werewolf’s consciousness started to fade, the silver werewolf finally died on the 

spot. 

Ye Chen felt that fighting the silver werewolves was easier when using Yin Ying’er. 

Ye Chen didn’t know if this was one of Yin Ying’er’s special abilities, so that the silver werewolf couldn’t 

regenerate his body. 

"Hey Yuechan, do you know a little special ability that Yin Ying’er has? "Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan, 

maybe Chu Yuechan could explain this to Ye Chen. 

"I don’t know about this, I’ve searched Kono’s various books, too bad I didn’t find anything related to Yin 

Ying’er." Chu Yuechan didn’t know anything about Yin Ying’er. 



There is no knowledge in the past that explains the existence of Yin Ying’er, because of this Chu Yuechan 

didn’t know anything about Yin Ying’er and the special abilities possessed by Yin Ying’er. 
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There is a high probability that Yin Ying’er’s special ability is to negate regeneration ability." Chu 

Yuechan guessed that Yin Ying’er’s Special ability was to negate regeneration ability. 

In the God Realm, the demon race has the most terrifying regeneration ability, it is likely that Yin Ying’er 

was created to kill the demon race. 

"You may have a point." Ye Chen nodded at Chu Yuechan, if Yin Ying’er’s ability was like that, then Ye 

Chen wouldn’t have to worry anymore when fighting enemies with regeneration abilities. 

With the Yin Ying’er, the enemy who is usually difficult to fight because of his regeneration ability will be 

much easier to beat by Ye Chen. 

this made Ye Chen happy and excited 

"Master, have you forgotten the woman named Xia Ningzi, she is still in the hands of that criminal." Chu 

Yuechan reminded Ye Chen that Xia Ningzi is currently still in Prince Joe’s hands. 

Ye Chen was too excited that he forgot Xia Ningzi, he just remembered that Xia Ningzi was still in Prince 

Joe’s hands. 

Previously, Ye Chen wanted to kill Xia Ningzi’s kidnapper with a single blow, not to think that the person 

who had kidnapped Xia Ningzi would turn out to be a silver werewolf who has the ability to regenerate 

quickly. 

Since this was Ye Chen’s time being wasted, he had to hurry back upstairs to save Xia Ningzi from Prince 

Joe’s evil hands. 

Ye Chen flew towards the room where Xia Ningzi was. 

In the room 

Prince Joe is currently looking at Xia Ningzi’s body lustfully, Xia Ningzi’s body is already very well 

developed, with a body that has developed like this, people who are looking at Xia Ningzi must think 

that Xia Ningzi is a mature woman who has aged over 25 years. 

This is Xia Ningzi’s special attraction which makes her a school flower list. 

Prince Joe Extending his hand out, he prepared to touch the well-developed body of the Xia Ningzi. 

Just as he was about to touch Xia Ningzi’s body, someone suddenly stopped his arm. 

Prince Joe looked aside, who would dare disturb the good thing he wanted to do. 

The person who stopped Joe’s prince was of course Ye Chen, he would not let this person touch Xia 

Ningzi’s pure body. 

"Crack. . . . "Ye Chen crushed the bone in Prince Joe’s arm. 



Prince Joe immediately shouted when his arm was crushed by Ye Chen. 

"You. . ., how dare you hurt me. "Prince Joe looked at Ye Chen with a murderous look. 

This guy was so brave as to sneak up on him, he didn’t know who he just attacked. 

"Do you still remember me? "Ye Chen asked Prince Joe. 

"You, you, weren’t the ones in the amusement park back then, how come you were here? "Prince Joe 

asked why Ye Chen was in his place. 

"I came here to take your life." Ye Chen came here to kill Prince Joe. 

Prince Joe laughed when he heard Ye Chen’s words, killing himself is an impossible thing to do. "Hahaha, 

who do you think you are? , just because you have little ability you dare to fight this prince, too naive. 

"Joe laughed at Ye Chen. 

Prince Joe’s arm that Ye Chen had just crushed, healed as quickly as before. 

Previously Prince Joe was completely unprepared by Ye Chen’s sudden attack, because of this Joe was 

injured in Ye Chen’s hand. 

this time he wouldn’t let his guard down. 

No wonder the subordinates that he sent died in the hands of this person, it turns out that this person 

has the same strength as himself, if I am not mistaken for people who have power outside of humans 

are called cultivators. 

"What a coincidence you are here, I want to ask where the beautiful woman who was with you at that 

time, if you tell me, I might be merciful when you kill you, so you will not feel pain" before Joe killed Ye 

Chen, he wanted to find out. the existence of Su Mengxin. 

"Why should I tell you the whereabouts of my wife Mengxin, she doesn’t deserve to meet a bad guy like 

you." Ye Chen wasn’t that stupid, he couldn’t possibly tell Su Mengxin’s whereabouts to a man like 

Prince Joe. 

"Bastard, how dare you speak harshly to me, even though I gave you a chance but you actually wasted 

it, now I will slowly torture you until you beg me to. . . , Slash. . . "Before Prince Joe could finish his 

words, his arm suddenly cut off. 

Ye Chen didn’t have time to listen to this werewolf chatter, he wanted to end the man who dared to 

have bad thoughts for his wife. 

"Ah. . ., my arm, it hurts. Wait why can’t I regenerate. "Prince Joe was confused about this, why his arm 

couldn’t grow back. 

Why couldn’t he regenerate, with the silver wolf race’s regeneration ability, his arm should be able to 

quickly regain his body. 

Now that Prince Joe’s arm couldn’t grow back, the pain was excruciating for Prince Joe. 



Looks like the ability of the Divine Yin Yang sword can indeed negate the ability to regenerate, now this 

silver werewolf can no longer do anything against him. 

"Time to say goodbye" time for Ye Chen to eliminate Prince Joe. 

Ye Chen pointed the Divine Yin Yang sword right at Prince Joe’s neck. 

Prince Joe, who was previously very arrogant, immediately turned into fear when he saw Ye Chen’s 

Divine Yin Yang Sword on his neck 

"Wait, wait, I was wrong before, please forgive me" Prince Joe begged for mercy on Ye Chen, while 

holding his arm that had been cut off, the prince tried to Joe back away. 

Ye Chen did not let Prince Joe escape that easily, he gradually advanced towards Prince Joe. 

Prince Joe’s behind is a dead end, he can no longer run away from Ye Chen "awuuu" suddenly Prince Joe 

howled with a very loud voice. 

This howl can be heard tens of Km away. 

Prince Joe is calling for help, he is calling elder Robet to help himself from Ye Chen. 

Prince Joe knows that he is not Ye Chen’s opponent, he previously took Ye Chen too lightly. 

"Enjoy, that will be your last howl." Ye Chen prepared to slash Prince Joe’s head. 

"Bang. . . ! "Suddenly the window glass of this room broke, there were 3 people who broke into this 

room. 

One of these three was a middle-aged man who possessed an extremely powerful aura, this guy’s 

strength was almost on par with a cultivator at the Second Stage of the Overlord Realm. 

The middle aged man looked around Prince Joe’s room, he saw that Prince Joe was currently on the 

floor with one hand that had been cut off. 

Lots of fresh blood flooded the fine clothes Prince Joe was wearing. 

Seeing this, the middle aged man looked at Ye Chen with a murderous gaze. 

how dare this person want to kill the crown prince. 

"Elder robet help me, this person wants to kill me" seeing the arrival of elder Robet, prince Joe 

immediately asked elder robet for help to save himself from Ye Chen who wanted to kill himself. 

"Quickly let go of our crown prince, otherwise I will kill you very badly." Robet threatened to kill Ye 

Chen. 

Chapter 270 - Ye Chen Vs Silver Werewolf (2) 

"What a coincidence that all of you come and gather, this way I will be much easier to kill all the silver 

wolf races in this city." Ye Chen pointed at the three people who had just barged into this hotel room. 

"How presumptuous you are, don’t you know that we are a royal family from the western world, if you 

dare to find trouble with us, then this city with all the people in it can disappear from the face of this 



earth" Robet told Ye Chen that the race The entire city’s angry silver wolf could vanish from the surface 

of this earth. 

"You think I will be scared by such a threat? , You are wrong, the more you threaten me the more I want 

to destroy you all. "Ye Chen hates people who threaten him and his family the most, he will eliminate 

people like this. 

No matter how strong they were, if they dared to harm those he held dear, then Ye Chen would 

eliminate people like this. 

"How arrogant you are, you two hurry to kill this man and save the crown prince." Elder Robet ordered 

the two people behind him to kill Ye Chen and save Prince Joe. 

The two people behind the robet elder began to turn into silver werewolves, the aura that these two 

emitted was quite strong, the room they were living in started to tremble as the two werewolves 

emitted their auras. 

After that the two silver werewolves with extremely fast speed headed towards Ye Chen’s side. 

"Silver Claw Slahs." The two silver wolves wanted to shred Ye Chen into pieces. 

Ye Chen couldn’t possibly just stay quiet, if he didn’t fight the people around here would be victims of 

the battle with the silver werewolf. 

Ye Chen immediately took out his own flames, Ye Chen’s flames made the two silver werewolves scared 

and retreated backwards. 

The silver wolf’s instincts seemed to help them get out of Ye Chen’s fire hazard, even though Ye Chen 

had hidden his power level by using a Reideran pendant necklace, but the two werewolves could tell 

that Ye Chen’s fire was dangerous. 

"So you are a cultivator, no wonder you are very arrogant in front of me." Now that Robet knows who 

Ye Chen really is, he is a cultivator in this region. 

Robet "You’re a cultivator from Kunlun right? , do you know that when you attacked us, you broke the 

agreement made by the two major factions, if it was found out by the two factions you would be hunted 

down and killed. "Robet told Ye Chen about the agreement between the Kunlun Faction and the Dark 

Legacy. 

With Ye Chen’s strength, which was this strong, Robet had already concluded that Ye Chen came from 

the Kunlun holy land, only cultivators who came from the Kunlun Holy Land had this kind of strength. 

The agreement was made for world peace, the Kunlun Faction and the Dark Legacy have made a peace 

agreement for both parties, because of this the members of the Dark Legacy have dared to come to this 

country. 

As long as the members of the Dark Legacy faction did not cause any problems, then the Kunlun Faction 

was not allowed to attack them, otherwise a war might break out between the two sides. 



"Hahaha, it’s funny, it’s a shame I’m not from the Kunlun Faction, that’s why I’m not bound by the 

promise that was made." Ye Chen laughed, he’s not tied to any faction, such an agreement is useless for 

Ye Chen. 

"You. . . " Robet pointed at Ye Chen, he did not expect that this person was not from kunlun, then how 

could he have such terrifying strength. 

"You silver wolf race are brave enough to find a problem with me, I will eliminate all of you from this 

world." Ye Chen didn’t want to talk to these people too much. The sooner he eliminates them the 

better. 

Using the Divine Yin Yang Sword Ye Chen advanced towards Robet. 

The two werewolves who had previously retreated back, now returned to attack Ye Chen. 

The "Silver Claw Slahs" both used the same technique as before. 

"Move aside, Slash." Ye Chen cut down the two werewolves blocking his path. 

The silver werewolf’s silver claw technique collided with the Divine Yin Yang Sword. 

"Booom", the two great powers collided and made a loud boom. 

The force of the collision between the two great powers almost caused this hotel building to collapse. 

it seemed that Ye Chen was holding back his strength too much, he was still not very used to using the 

Divine Yin Yang Sword. 

If Ye Chen was too strong to use it, he might just cut this building in half. 

That’s why Ye Chen held back his strength as much as possible when using the Divine Yin Yang Sword. 

Robet and the two werewolves were hit by the explosion and pulled back. 

They were almost kicked out by the impact of the explosion earlier. 

The room that previously looked good, was now very chaotic, this room seemed to have been ruffled by 

a hurricane. 

"This person is strong enough, let’s join hands to defeat him." Robet saw that Ye Chen was quite strong. 

If they didn’t join hands, then it would be difficult for them to beat Ye Chen. 

Robet’s body began to grow, the muscles that were previously small turned enormous. 

Silver colored fur started to grow all over the robet’s body, the robet’s face also turned into a wolf. 

The ripped body was taller and bigger than the two werewolves beside him. 

It could be seen that the difference in strength between the robet and the two werewolves was quite 

far. 



A silver colored aura began to envelop the Robet’s body and the two werewolves, Robet and the two 

silver werewolves emitted a very strong aura, the entire hotel building they were staying in began to be 

shaken by the aura emitted by these three people. 

If this continued then the people around here would be threatened by the destructive power possessed 

by Robet and the two werewolves. 

In order not to affect the people around, Ye Chen created a layered barrier to prevent further damage. 

Ye Chen also created a barrier around Xia Ningzi so that she wouldn’t get hurt during the battle. 

Now Ye Chen locked everyone within the barrier he created. 

This layered barrier should be strong enough to withstand all the attacks of the three silver werewolves. 

"Awu. . . " Robet and the two werewolves howled violently. 

"Our first priority is to save the crown prince, you two go ahead and save the crown prince, I will hold 

back this person’s movement." Robet wants his two men to save Prince Joe first. 

After Prince Joe was rescued, he didn’t have to worry about killing this man anymore. 

"Endsense Roar." Robet roared at Ye Chen very loudly, this roar was not only very loud, it had enough 

destructive power to destroy a mountain. 

Luckily Ye Chen had already created a barrier otherwise this building would be swept away by the 

Endsense Roar technique. 

Seeing that Ye Chen had stopped moving, the two werewolves behind Robet stepped forward to save 

Prince Joe. 

"Too naive." The roar of the Endsense Roar technique had absolutely no effect on Ye Chen. 

It’s still not strong enough to seal Ye Chen’s movements. 

"Die you two, Shlas" wrapped in Ye Chen’s fire, the Divine Yin Yang Sword slashed the two werewolves 

heading towards him. 

 


